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PROVINCE RESOURCES (ASX: PRL)

Province Resources operates the green hydrogen project named the HyEnergy Project.

HyEnergy is projected to generate 3 giga watt of renewable energy in its 1st Stage, with

about 180 kilo tonnes of hydrogen production annually. In the 2nd Stage, the production is

more than doubled, with HyEnergy capable of producing up to 8 giga watt of renewable

energy with about 480 kilo tonnes of annual hydrogen production. 

The MoU has been executed to build, fund, and operate the renewable power generation

facility, and a scoping study is now underway. Within the next 6 months, Province Resources

aims to initiate discussions with potential offtakers and the Australian Gas and

Infrastructure Group.

In addition to the hydrogen energy projects, Province Resources is a multicommodity

exploration company with projects in Western Australia and Sweden. They are currently

focused on the mineral exploration and development of copper, gold, nickel, cobalt,

vanadium and other mineral opportunities - offering a diversified exposure to investors.

With a recent equity raise, Province Resources will have a cash position in excess of $23

million and will primarily use the funds to advance work at its HyEnergy Zero Carbon

Hydrogen Project.



HHazer Group is the only pure-play exposure to green hydrogen on the ASX. They are also

one of the very few companies in Australia that is scheduled to begin production of

hydrogen this year. Hazer Group’s technology, an extension of the University of Western

Australian, can potentially provide an innovative solution for the global industrial hydrogen

market, by producing hydrogen at lower cost than alternative options, while also reducing

users’ CO2 footprint. 

The low-emissions associated with the HAZER Process also potentially provides a gateway

for hydrogen to more effectively penetrate the sustainable energy market for both vehicle

fuel and stationary power applications. Hazer is also looking to provide high quality

synthetic graphite for energy storage and other large global graphite applications.

The plant will produce 100 tonnes a year of hydrogen at fuel-cell grade. With the

commencement of site works, including the mobilisation of equipment, site-clearing and

civil earthworks, the grant of key contracts such as the reactor and furnace packages,

Hazer’s positioning to begin production and commercialisation is optimal.

HAZER GROUP (ASX: HZR)



Pure Hydrogen is an Australian east coast focused Energy Company with Hydrogen and Gas

businesses. The Company has 5 Hydrogen projects under development and 3 gas projects

with plans to supply Hydrogen fuel to the Asia Pacific market specifically Japan and Korea

together with the Australian Domestic Market. The company's initial projects are planned for

central Queensland near Miles and Gladstone. 

Pure Hydrogen has a Joint Venture with Liberty Hydrogen to develop four large scale

Hydrogen Hubs on Australia’s East Coast – Project Jupiter (Gladstone, QLD), Project Mars

(Mackay, QLD), Liberty North (Newcastle, NSW) and Liberty South (Port Anthony, VIC).

They are essentially planning to be a one-stop-shop destination for the hydrogen market.

Earlier this week, Pure Hydrogen took another step towards becoming a fully-fledged

hydrogen provider, after signing a term sheet with Pure Haul to provide transportation

services. The company’s total supply chain offering will now include hydrogen supply, a

refuelling network underpinned by established technology, and a transport and logistics

offering to potential commercial customers.

PURE HYDROGEN CORP (ASX: PH2)


